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Despite all the coronavirus pandemic has taken from us over the past year, it did give us back one thing: time. Having lost the in-person gatherings and real-world obligations that filled the hours of ...
Quarantining with Adam Smith
If the dominant discourse was the speech and writing of a France resolutely middle class, self-absorbed, and certain of its self-sufficiency, then in our period one of the most prominent and most ...
Discourse/Counter-Discourse: The Theory and Practice of Symbolic Resistance in Nineteenth-Century France
In this pathbreaking book, Christine Di Stefano offers a new perspective on the dimension of gender in modern political thought in order to elucidate what is ...
Configurations of Masculinity: A Feminist Perspective on Modern Political Theory
asserting that it “does not support statements and publications by professor Donna Hughes that espouse anti-transgender perspectives and recognise that such discourse can cause pain and ...
University professor gets off scot-free after comparing trans community to QAnon
There is evidence from the academic literature on what 'complex adaptive organisations' like health systems tend to do when they come under pressure.
What Kind of Reforms Can Make India’s Public Health System Atma Nirbhar?
So that’s hardly a liberal perspective ... definitely goes under the heading of “theory”: There’s almost a complete and total lack of any public discourse, especially from our elected ...
Adam McKay on How To Be Political and Entertaining and Not Destroy the World
Political theorist Matt Shafer discussed the relationship between speech and violence in recent years at a virtual event on Tuesday.
Postdoctoral fellow discusses how rise of social media complicates free speech debates
Major platforms’ policies aren’t actually inspired by the First Amendment. This legal scholar says that’s a good thing.
On Social Media, American-Style Free Speech Is Dead
The way that mainstream news outlets engage with Tucker Carlson has fallen into a predictable cycle. The host of Fox News’s flagship opinion program will say something outrageous on his nightly ...
Tucker Carlson Is Deadly Boring
We suspect that our work as scholars situated outside the modern-contemporary subfields provides us with a different perspective. The language and, we argue, the conceptual categories in which the ...
What’s the Matter With Jewish Studies? Sexism, Harassment, and Neoliberalism For Starters
Republican lawmakers want to ensure controversial political ideologies don’t make their way into the classroom.
GOP lawmakers want to remove political ideologies, like Critical Race Theory, from Texas classrooms
Republicans support the bill, saying it keeps students from engaging in divisive topics. Democrats call it whitewashing and an attack on free speech.
Texas House bill would restrict teaching critical race theory in schools
It is, therefore, appropriate for the leadership of the Ghana National Mosque to create a platform for a discourse on the ... to examine it from two perspectives: linguistically and technically.
Ghana: The Revival of Taqwa in the Holy Month of Ramadan
Before David Swensen started working at Yale in 1985, its portfolio consisted mostly of plain-vanilla stocks and bonds. By diversifying into private equity, hedge funds and real estate, he put the ...
Yale’s Swensen Leaves Legacy of Proteges Across Investing
The ideology of Critical Social Justice is best challenged not by secular liberalism but by the hope preached by Christianity for thousands of years.
Facing Woke Religion, the Gospel is Still Good News
Way to fight racism isn’t to cease discussion and debate,’ say dozens of Jewish intellectuals and writers, assert opposition to ‘the imposition of ideology’ ...
Letter slams Jewish community's ‘suppression of dissent’ on racial justice
Conversations on Justice from National, International, and Global Perspectives features world-class authors ... illustrating the give-and-take necessary for a coherent and compelling discourse on ...
Conversations on Justice from National, International, and Global Perspectives
Its most vehement detractors argue bitcoin uses an unjustifiable amount of energy, and represents a thorn in the side of the wider green transition. Bitcoin’s advocates, on the other hand, claim this ...
The real price of the bitcoin gold rush
Today, Twitter is calling for the public’s input on how it regulates world leaders on the platform with the aim to ensure those policies remain relevant in the ever-evolving landscape of political ...
Twitter calls for public input on approach to world leaders
Neily said there's been significant pushback against critical race theory being taught in schools ... including from the historical perspectives of minorities. Some of the lessons teachers ...
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